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Companies Look to Skuid for Fast and Cost-Effective Lightning Migration
Solution

Skuid customers using the Lightning Migration Solution to migrate sales, marketing and service
applications at lightning speed.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- Skuid, the leading cloud application platform, today
announced that its Lightning Migration Solution is facilitating successful transitions from Salesforce® Classic
to Lightning Experience for its customers who use Salesforce, saving customers time, money, and both business
and IT resources. As Salesforce customers migrate to Lightning, an ever-increasing number are leveraging
Skuid to migrate quickly and cost-effectively, while also driving dramatic increases in user adoption of sales,
marketing and service applications.

“Skuid allowed our organization to seamlessly transition to Lightning Experience practically overnight.” said
Nadia Alia, Director of Operations at the Tow Foundation. “With Skuid and Lightning Experience together, we
have dramatically enhanced our user experience and improved our business solutions, with minimal
interruptions for our users.”

The Skuid Lightning Migration Solution ensures the fastest, most direct path to business success, with better
user experiences and optimal user adoption. With Skuid’s Lightning Migration Solution, Salesforce customers
can reduce time-to-deployment and maximize the value of their Salesforce instance, without hitting business
roadblocks. Once Skuid apps are moved to Lightning, customers can continue to drive continuous app
innovation while receiving all of the benefits of future Salesforce updates.

“Customers have been asking how to take full advantage of the new features that come with Lightning and
maintain the made-to-order flexibility and development speed they get with their Skuid components and apps,”
said Tony Thomas, senior director of global services at Skuid. “Skuid makes it easy to achieve infinite
customizability and innovation in Lightning, without writing custom code or doing significant rework.”

Learn more about Skuid’s Migration Services here.

About Skuid
Skuid was founded in 2013 on the simple belief that enterprise software should stop forcing people to behave
like machines. Instead, apps should behave more like the humans who use them, so everyone can thrive in the
digital world. With Skuid’s simple-to-use but incredibly robust cloud front-end design-and-deploy platform,
anyone can connect to disparate data sources, assemble highly complex, made-to-order applications, and
instantly make changes—all without writing code. More than 5 million users across 32 countries use Skuid to
engage with each other, with data, and with new customers in meaningful ways. For more information, visit
www.skuid.com.
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Contact Information
Ellie Hildebrand
Skuid
http://https://www.skuid.com/
423 254 5214

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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